tools
trade
of
the

There are three unusual
qualities that recommend
the Flip Video Camcorders from Pure Digital Technologies. First,
they’re about the size of a
deck of cards so they disappear with little weight
into a shirt or coat pocket. Second is the quality
of the images captured
for the price. Played back
on a television or computer screen, the videos
look great. And, finally,
there’s the absolute simplicity of the camera’s
basic operations and the

Flip Video
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steps to get your videos
uploaded onto sites like
YouTube. The red button
on the back starts and
stops the taping—well,
not exactly taping; there’s
internal memory but no
tape, no discs. The arrow
button plays back on the
small screen, and the
trash can lets you delete.
Arrows up and down
around the red button let
you navigate around the
choices. A flip-down USB
connector on the side lets
you hook up directly to
your computer for downloads, edits, and uploads
to online video sites. An
included cable plugs into
your TV for viewing
there. And that’s it—it’s
that simple. Two AA batteries run the system,
and it has autofocus and
a very flexible automatic
exposure. It’s a videocam that isn’t a loaf of
bread with 25 controls, a
heavy battery pack, and
tapes. It comes in 30minute and 60-minute
models.
www.flipvideo.com
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The Exilim digital cameras from Casio have also
focused on simplifying the
process of getting your
videos online. The EXZ1080 has a number of
still-camera advantages,
including blur reduction
through Anti-Shake DSP,
which uses high shutter
speeds and high-sensitivity settings for sharper
images. The face-detection
feature isolates and focuses on the human faces in
the frame. It has a 3X
optical zoom and is capable of 10.1 million effective pixels. The
high-quality movie feature
uses the H.264 standard,
and the YouTube Capture
mode lets you shoot
movies at the optimum
size, quality, and other settings for simple upload to
your YouTube account.
The maximum recording
time per file is 10 minutes.
The camera uses SDHC
and SD memory cards
and has a built-in flash.
Autofocus ranges from
macro (3.9 inches to 19.7
inches) to infinity mode,

Casio Exilim

and there’s a manual focus
setting. There’s a selftimer, and the monitor
screen is a 2.5" TFT color
LCD. The camera body is
3.6" wide ✕ 2.25" high ✕
0.95" deep, and it weighs
under 4.5 ounces.
www.casio.com
The Digital Foci Pocket
Album is a keychain photo viewer that can carry
up to 74 photos for display on a 1.5" color LCD
screen. The 8MB internal
memory will hold up to
74 photos because the JPG
or BMP images you input
using the included software are automatically
resized for maximum
count on the album. The
self-contained LithiumIon battery will run for
about nine hours. You get

Tech Forum

Can You Tell What Letter That Is? ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ At first, computers had their own Esperanto, and it

that ironic linguistic tangle in which a newer version of a

looked like the lingua digita would achieve something

program like Word couldn’t read files created by earlier

humans have never been quite able to manage—universal

versions of the same program. It was like putting pro-

communication. The motherboard’s alphabet had only two

grams in the same position as the 21st Century student

characters (real Esperanto has 28), which meant that

who tries to read Chaucer’s Middle English.

machines would have no trouble exchanging information,
mail, pictures, and sound. Documents and files would fly

Plan B

at lightning speed among our simple-minded networks of

With boxes all over the planet squawking at each other in

wired iron.

a multiplicity of operating system languages, developers

Life would have been so much simpler, but then too

writing workarounds trying to get UNIX boxes to talk to

many people writing too many grammars (instruction sets)

Windows and IBM mainframes, and programs adding their

began the endless series of branching dialects. From

own voices to the PC Tower of Babel, there appeared an

operating systems to proprietary programs, the nodes iso-

alternative. What about teaching these computers to

lated themselves with very parochial rules and instruc-

read? Not their own internal data, but documents that

tions, and machine communication fractured like our

exist outside in the printed world? Sort of like starting

polyglot human civilization. And not only did machines

over clean. Literally, get them all back on the same page.

have trouble talking to each other, but it got so bad that

And with a standardized input (printed English with its

even within the dialects the grammar changed so often a

common set of rules), have the computers digitize the

new problem emerged called backwards compatibility—

information into an output that all could read, say, rich
continued on next page

Digital Foci
Pocket Album

an AC adapter that will
recharge the battery, or
you can simply connect
the Pocket Album to your
PC with the USB cable. A
built-in clock has an automatic on/off timer to save
the charge. With the software, you can adjust the
contrast and crop or

rotate the photos. The
software builds photo
slideshows for which you
adjust the time intervals,
or you can advance to the
next or previous photo
with buttons on the back
of the viewer. Pocket
Album is compatible with
Windows Vista/XP/2000
and Mac 10.x or later.
www.digitalfoci.com
The Epson PictureMate
Dash–PM 260 is a
portable personal photo
lab that folds up to a compact “lunchbox” style case
with a handle on top. It
prints 4" ✕ 6" borderless
snapshots in as little as 37
seconds, in full color,

sepia, or black and white.
There are 18 layout
options that include various sizes, a traditional
white border, and even
borderless. You can crop,
resize, and remove red eye
without connecting to
your PC, and there’s an
automatic lighting adjustment for over- or underexposed shots. You work
on the oversized 3.6" LCD
photo viewer. The prints
are smudge, scratch, and
water-resistant, and the
printer is designed for all
digital camera brands. The
quality of the prints is
generally superior to traditional labs and will last
unfaded for generations.

You can connect your
camera directly or insert
your memory card or USB
flash drive with stored
images. www.epson.com

Epson PictureMate Dash
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application, Raymond Kurzweil’s scan-

text format (rtf). Add other formats

ners that read texts for the blind.

later, but start with a universal

The Kurzweil 1000 uses natural-

output.

sounding voices from NeoSpeech

By “read” we don’t mean interpret

and Nuance to output scanned print

intelligently—just recognize and man-

to audible speech.

age the letters and words as data.

for typewritten text at close to 100%,

input, recognizes the patterns of

the next frontiers for OCR include

individual letters, trades that pattern

handwritten text and music. Printing

for an ASCII numerical code for that

text on the bottom of a Palm PDA

letter, and off you go. You would also

device is on its way to being resolved

have to download a dictionary so the

with 80%-90% accuracy possible, but

computer would know what the

cursive writing is much more person-

acceptable patterns are. Shared doc-

alized and nuanced, making it much

uments, reprints, education, bank

the systems given a serious look

more difficult to recognize and digi-

and sales records—a digital river set

was OCR. Eventually, the bankers

tize. There are several commercial

flowing from static piles of papers

chose Magnetic Ink Recognition

products for scanning musical

and books. And with just one system

(MICR), but OCR technology was

scores, but they aren’t able to do

per language, you would only have to

given a second look for other

handwritten sheets.

adjust for minor things such as font

possibilities.

differences.

Today, half a century later, we

The basic skill that would have to

The latest release of the ABBYY
Fine Reader OCR software (9.0)

have entered the age of “image

includes an interesting new wrinkle—

be taught to the hardware is some-

processing.” Smaller, more powerful

input from your digital camera.

thing called OCR (Optical Character

computers and much more refined

Instead of carrying around your scan-

Recognition). This allows the

arrays for the image processing

ner, or when the source is too large

machine to recognize printed charac-

have significantly improved the

or too remote (say, a mounted sign),

ters through an optical mechanism.

computer’s reading skills. Also, a

you can photograph the text and use

For us, that mechanism is the eye-

new dimension has been added as

the image file as your “scan.” The

ball; for the machine, it’s a complex

the process has become a two-step

program works comfortably in 179

array of photo-diodes. The scanners

procedure. Now you can scan at

languages. You can use ordinary

are hooked up to OCR logic systems

one time, store those images, and

scans, and this award-winning pro-

that apply the pattern-recognition

then process them later. The draw

gram will recreate the layout, font,

intelligence.

on the machine’s computational

and formatting. You can also feed in

OCR devices aren’t new. Wikipedia

power can be totally dedicated to

PDFs that are then recreated in

claims the earliest OCR patents date

each separate process instead of

editable and searchable formats. The

back to the late 1920s in Germany.

getting split up as when scan and

standard three-screen worktable

But it wasn’t until the 1950s that the

recognize made demands at the

(scan, text, and close-up of the scan)

technology took off with some atten-

same time.

reduces the complicated translation

tion from the American Bankers
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With the recognition success rates

The computer “sees” the written

And what are the ways to use this

Association and the financial ser-

skill? At the very least, there’s the

vices industry. According to the Asso-

automatic input for storage and dis-

process to simple proofing and
editing. www.abbyy.com
With OCR doing what it can to

ciation for Automatic Identification

tribution. This can cover everything

reduce the Tower of Babel that exists

and Data Capture Technologies

from small slips such as credit card

in the machine world, maybe the next

(AIM), “After the war, check process-

remittances, which use scanners that

logical step is to teach the machines

ing had become the single largest

directly input into CPUs, to the auto-

to understand speech. From a single

paper processing application in the

mated page scanners that are copy-

dialect to a universal output, say rich

world.” Looking for a common lan-

ing whole libraries for Google Book

text format, now that would certainly

guage for processing checks, one of

Search. AIM lists another unusual

open up communication.
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